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Abstract. Sharing the architectural knowledge of architectural analysis
among stakeholders proves to be troublesome. This causes problems in
and with architectural analysis, which can have serious consequences
for the quality of a system being developed, as this quality might be
incompletely or wrongly assessed. This paper presents a domain model,
which can be used as a common ground among analysts and architects
to capture and explicitly share such knowledge. This enables a way to
overcome some of the obstacles imposed by the multi-disciplinary context
in which architectural analysis takes place. To apply the domain model
in practice, we have created a tool implementing (part of) this domain
model for capturing and using explicit architectural knowledge during
analysis. We validate the tool and domain model in the context of an
industrial case study.

1

Introduction

Expectations, and therefore demands, on the quality of systems are ever increasing. More and more systems become software-intensive systems, in which
software plays a crucial role in the delivery of the required functionality. Consequently, the quality of these systems is greatly inﬂuenced by the quality of the
software. Software architectures oﬀer the ability to predict the expected quality of a software system before it is actually implemented or changed [1]. This
architectural analysis gives engineers a tool to ﬁnd out which kind of software
system is optimal for their system needs, without implementing the (changes to
the) software beforehand.
Architectural Knowledge (AK) [2,3,4] plays a crucial role in architectural analysis, as it is this knowledge an analyst consumes and produces [5]. System analysts are often experts in certain domains and use or consume AK to analyze
(parts of) an architecture. During the analysis, AK is produced by analysts,
which ranges from individual analysis results to new insights into the overall
behavior of the design space.
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However, sharing an architectural analysis among system analysts and other
relevant stakeholders proves to be problematic. To fully understand the results
of an architectural analysis, the AK consumed to produce these documents and
models is required as well, since this AK explains the reasoning path the analyst used to come up with the analysis result. Often not all of this knowledge
is shared. This incomplete AK sharing can have repercussions for the quality of
the analysis, thus negatively aﬀecting the quality of the realized or changed system. Typically, these repercussions include: (1) diﬃcult communication among
stakeholders/analysts, (2) troublesome integration of analysis results of diﬀerent
analysts and (3) incomplete documentation and traceability of the analysis itself.
The incomplete AK sharing has two major causes. First, awareness is often
missing of which AK is relevant to share. Second, the multi-disciplinary context,
i.e. the very diﬀerent backgrounds of the stakeholders and analysts, creates an
obstacle to sharing this knowledge.
In this paper, the focus is on sharing the AK of quantitative analysis. First, the
needs are identiﬁed for sharing this AK. Based on this, the AK relevant to share
is identiﬁed and described in a domain model. The domain model describes this
knowledge independently of the background of the stakeholders and analysts,
thus creating a common ground, which to some extent can prevent issues arising
from the multi-disciplinary context.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the needs
to share the AK of quantitative analysis. Section 3 presents a domain model
describing the AK of quantitative analysis relevant to share. This is followed
by section 4, which presents a tool for sharing this knowledge for one of the
identiﬁed needs. The domain model and tool are validated with a case study in
section 5. Related work is discussed in section 6 and the paper concludes with
conclusions and future work in section 7.

2

Sharing the AK of Quantitative Analysis

In software architecting, the evaluation of software architectures forms an important activity [6]. Based on evaluation results, informed architectural decisions can
be made. Not only does this increase the conﬁdence in the architectural design,
but also makes the design easier to defend, as objective rationale and alternatives
for the architectural decisions are available. One way to obtain such results is by
quantitative analysis. In quantitative analysis, one or more analysis models are
created to quantitatively analyze various potential architectural solutions. The
results of an analysis model are quantiﬁcations of one or more quality attributes.
Sharing the AK of quantitative analysis is required for the following three
cases:
• Integration. For complex systems, a divide and conquer strategy is often
used for quantitative analysis. The system is divided into subsystems, for
each of which analysis is performed by analysts, each with their own area of
expertise. Another way to divide the system is based on the relevant quality
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attributes, each of which is to be analyzed by its corresponding experts.
Consequently, numerous analysis models are created.
However, to evaluate a system as a whole, the diﬀerent perspectives the analysts have on the architecture need to be combined. Hence, integration of their
analysis models is required. This requires the analysis models to be compatible
with each other, i.e. use the same kind of quantiﬁcation and terminology for the
various quality attributes. In addition, assumptions made about the solutions
being evaluated in the analysis models should be synchronized to ensure that
all analysis share a common ground. Thus, considerable knowledge sharing of
the consumed and produced AK is required among the analysts.
• Verification. Another need for AK sharing comes from veriﬁcation, i.e. the
need to verify the correctness, completeness, and consistency of the analysis
models. Typically, analysts let their models be reviewed by others, as to
ﬁnd problems with their analysis. This is especially useful if the analysis is
performed on the boundary of the expertise of diﬀerent analysts.
• Validation. A third need for AK sharing comes from stakeholders who want
(or need) to validate a design, i.e. want to have a clearer understanding of
the rationale used for an architectural decision. This knowledge can be used
to convince stakeholders of the appropriateness of an architectural decision,
e.g. in the form of traceability. Additionally, this can create further insight,
allowing the discovery of new and potentially better alternative designs.

3
3.1

Domain Model for Quantitative Analysis
Introduction

Before the AK of quantitative analysis can be shared, we need to know what this
knowledge entails. To discover this knowledge, we have investigated architectural
analysis in a particular organization: Astron, the Dutch national foundation for
research in Astronomy. One of their activities is performing quantitative architectural analysis of radio and optical telescopes. In the new generation of telescopes,
software has become a dominant design factor. Astron analysts mainly perform
quantitative performance and cost analysis (see e.g. [7]), although qualities like
reliability and maintainability are quantitatively analyzed sometimes as well.
We closely cooperated with Astron analysts to ﬁnd out which AK is consumed
and produced during their analysis. To describe this knowledge, we have developed a domain model. The model describes the concepts and the relationships
of this knowledge. It is based on informal interviews, inspection of various analysis models, software architecture documents and system analysts meetings. In
addition, we were inspired by some of the concepts and insights gained from the
Massive project, which delivered a tool for quantitative cost and performance
analysis of embedded systems of telescopes [8]. Furthermore, the domain model
has been improved in multiple iterations with the system analysts to make sure
that it reﬂects their practice.
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The aim was to come up with a uniﬁed domain model, which was independent of the individual analysts, their quantitative modeling approaches, and the
qualities being analyzed, since only such a domain model would become eﬀective
in tackling the multi-disciplinary boundary by providing a common ground. Although the naming of many concepts in the domain model are speciﬁc to Astron,
most of the concepts will be likely found back under diﬀerent names in other
organizations as well. To which extent this is the case is still an open research
question.
In the remainder of this section, we present this domain for quantitative analysis. Due to the many concepts and their relationships, the model is presented
in parts to enhance readability. For the full details of the domain model and a
complete ﬁgure, we refer to [9].
3.2

AK Basis Model

The AK basis model presented in ﬁgure 1 is not part of the domain model for
quantitative analysis. Rather, it presents the basic concepts that individual domain models extend for their particular case. In this case, it forms the foundation
upon which the domain model for quantitative analysis is built. At the heart of
the model is the concept of a Knowledge Entity: a concept, which represents
the diﬀerent knowledge entities found in a particular domain. For example, a
requirement is a Knowledge Entity in a domain model for architectural design
documentation. In a domain model, all the domain concepts inherit from Knowledge Entity. A domain model can deﬁne speciﬁc relationships among Knowledge
Entities, thereby relating them to each other. How and what the semantics of
these relationships are is not known to the AK basis model.
Knowledge Entities typically have one or more creators called Authors, who
express a Knowledge Entity in one or more Artifact Fragments. An Artifact
Fragment identiﬁes which part of an Artifact contains a (partial) description
of a Knowledge Entity. For example, a paragraph (i.e. an Artifact Fragment)
describing a speciﬁc stakeholder (i.e. a Knowledge Entity) is contained in a Word
document (i.e. an Artifact).

Author

creates
relates to
KE

described by

Artifact
Fragment

contained in

contained in

Artifact

Fig. 1. The AK basis model
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Quantitative Analysis Process

The domain model part that models the concepts of the quantitative analysis
process is presented in ﬁgure 2. The goal of quantitative analysis is to investigate
the quality of diﬀerent design options, or Alternatives. At Astron, Alternatives
are stratiﬁed. The ﬁrst classiﬁcation is in Design Concept s; the basic type of
design. A Design Concept outlines a basic solution direction, thus deﬁning a
scope in the (large) design space. For radio telescopes, examples include: single
dish (i.e. make one big dish), phased arrays (i.e. combine multiple antennas using
beamforming), and aperture arrays (i.e. correlate the signals of telescopes and
phased arrays). A Design Concept is specialized in the analysis in one or more
Scenarios, which are quantitatively analyzed in one or more Analysis Model s.
An Analysis model consists of System Parameter s, which are the input and
output of Analysis Functions. A System parameter describes the state of part
of the Analysis Model, which is expressed in a Number of a unit deﬁned by
the System Parameter. An Analysis Function describes a System Parameter ’s
behavior and relationships. For example, the cost of a dish is a System Parameter,
which can be the output of an Analysis Function that takes as inputs the System
Parameter s of the costs of the various parts of a dish. Some of the System
Parameter s can be related to one or more Quality Attributes, which are deﬁned
by the quality model(s) used in the analysis. This relationship is used to classify
the System Parameter s based on the quality they contribute to.
An Analysis Model is an aggregation of System Parameters, Analysis Functions, Quality Attributes and Numbers. The input of an Analysis Model is set by

Quality Attribute
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*
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*
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*
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1
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Fig. 2. Quantitative Analysis Process Concepts
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assigning Values to input System Parameter s. The output of an Analysis Model
are Analysis Outputs, which are Number s of System parameter s calculated by
Analysis Functions. In the example of the dish costs, the costs in dollars of the
dish is an output System Parameter associated with the Quality Attribute costs
and their value (i.e. a Number ) is an Analysis Output. In a similar fashion, the
parts of a dish are modelled as input System parameter s and Values. Please
remark that a distinction between input and output System Parameter s is not
explicit in the model, but rather is inferred from the relationships they have with
the Analysis Functions.
Analysis functions have an additional property, which is not visualized in
ﬁgure 2. Analysis Model s are typically incomplete, as analysts will utilize shortcuts
in their models based on their (tacit) domain knowledge and intuition. Hence to
address this issue, the domain model deﬁnes a Conﬁdence property for an Analysis Function. This property indicates to which extent the Analysis Function is
reliable and whether the Analysis Function is based on intuition, trends, fact, or
simply a wild guess. Consequently, points for improvements in an Analysis Model
are made explicit.
3.4

Integration of Analysis Models

The previous subsection explained the concepts involved in quantitative analysis
for a single analysis model. However, as identiﬁed in section 2 there often is a
need to share individual analysis models, due to the divide and conquer strategy
being used for analysis. Only when the analysis models of the parts are uniﬁed
(and therefore shared), a complete architectural evaluation of an Alternative
becomes feasible.
Figure 3 presents the concepts involved with the integration of Analysis model s.
First of all, the ﬁgure visualizes that each Analysis Model has its own Namespace.
It is in bridging these Namespaces of various Analysis Model s that the sharing

1..*
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1

1

1

1..*
1..*

Mapping
1..*

maps
is of type

maps to/from
other NS

1..*
*

1

1

System
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(name+unit)
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2
Analysis Model

Namespace

Fig. 3. Concepts for integrating Analysis Models
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of AK takes place among diﬀerent analysts. To integrate two analysis models, a
Mapping should be deﬁned between them. This involves deﬁning mapping relationships between the Quality Attributes (i.e. the quality model) and the System
Parameter s of the two Analysis Model s.
One eﬀect of these Mappings is that it makes the dependencies among Analysis Model s visible. For example, one could identify which output System Parameter s of one Analysis Model are used in other Analysis Models. However,
more important is the fact that an analyst can follow the translation made from
his/her System Parameter s and Quality Attributes terms into the terms used in
an Analysis Model created by a colleague. For example, the cost of a dish could
be called costs in one model and dish cost in another model. Mappings between
these two System Parameter s identify that both denote the same concept.
Another eﬀect of these Mappings is that the overlap and gaps between Analysis Model s are identiﬁed. This helps analysts identify semantic inconsistencies
among the Quality Attributes and the System Parameter s of diﬀerent Analysis
Model s. For example, the System Parameter costs of a dish could be expressed
in one Analysis Model in terms of millions of dollars, whereas another Analysis Model assumes these costs to be in thousands of dollars. Mappings or their
absence, makes such inconsistencies visible.
3.5

Verification of Analysis Models

Another important form of AK sharing during architectural analysis is for the
purpose of veriﬁcation, which is achieved in Astron by reviewing. In reviews,
analysts look for problems with the Analysis Model s. The feedback gathered
from reviews can improve the analysis quality and thus (hopefully) improve
the quality of the resulting system. Figure 4 presents the concepts involved in
reviewing an Analysis Model.
At the heart is the concept of a Reviewable, which denotes a concept that
is relevant during reviewing. A Reviewable has a Review State, which is determined by the judgment of one or more Reviewers. Concepts that are Reviewable
include: Analysis Function, Mapping, System Parameter, and Components. Components are a special type of System Parameter useful during reviewing. They
provide a mechanism to group large numbers of System Parameter s together in a
hierarchical fashion (i.e. Components can contain other Components). Diﬀerent
composition strategies can be used (e.g. process or deployment) to group System
Parameter s together to create a View/Topology on the analysis.
The concepts of Component and View/Topology allow a Reviewer to judge a
group of System Parameter s as a whole, thereby providing an explicit mechanism
to review at diﬀerent levels of abstraction.
3.6

Validation of Designs Using Analysis Models

Quantitative analysis is not done without a reason. The outcome plays an important role in the architectural design process. This process can be seen as a decision making process, in which an architectural decision has to be made among
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Fig. 5. The Quantitative Analysis and Design Decision process

diﬀerent Alternatives [2,10]. The concepts involved with this decision making
process and the role quantitative analysis concepts play in it are visualized in
ﬁgure 5.
At the core of the decision making process are the concepts of Decision Topics,
Alternatives, and Concerns. Concerns (such as requirements) raise Decision
Topics to deal with them. The Decision Topics originate from various alternatives that could address the Concern. Alternatives themselves usually come
with side eﬀects, which cause new Concerns. When a decision is made for a
certain Alternative, this is called a Design Decision.
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When performing quantitative analysis, this Design Decision is made on the
basis of quantitative knowledge. More precisely, it is based on a quantitative
Ranking of Scenarios with respect to one or more Quality Attributes. The values
associated with these Quality Attributes stem from the Analysis Result s of the
Scenarios.
It is not uncommon for quality attributes to be in conﬂict in the context of a
Ranking. To come to a Design Decision, a Tradeoﬀ is made between them. The
Tradeoﬀ expresses a preference for a certain Quality Attribute for a particular
Ranking. How these tradeoﬀs are exactly done can vary greatly from case to case
and the design method being used.

4

The Knowledge Architect Tool Suite

Astron analysts create analysis models using both general purpose and domain
speciﬁc tools. General purpose tools include Matlab, Python, Microsoft Excel,
white boards and pieces of paper. An example of a domain speciﬁc tool is the
Massive tool [8] for cost and performance analysis of embedded systems.
The domain model of section 3 should describe all the AK consumed and
produced in these tools. To validate the domain model with respect to veriﬁcation
(see section 2), we have created the Knowledge Architect Excel plug-in tool [11],
which implements the domain model for one of these general purpose tools (i.e.
Microsoft Excel). The tool supports analysts in making the AK produced during
analysis explicit. The aim is to facilitate the sharing of AK for veriﬁcation of
Excel analysis models by other analysts. The other AK sharing purposes (i.e.
integration and validation) are supported by other tools, which are part of the
larger Knowledge Architect tool suite.
In Excel, System Parameter s, Analysis Functions, and Number s have a strong
relationship, as these three concepts are joint together in the form of a cell. The
visible representation of the cell is normally the Number of a System Parameter. The equation bar presents the Analysis Function of a System Parameter if
the appropriate cell is selected. By design, Excel does not allow for separation
between these concepts. Thus the only way to have multiple Scenarios share the
same Analysis Function for a System Parameter is by duplicating a cell.
Often labels surrounding the cell denote the semantic meaning of a cell (and
thereby of a System Parameter and its associated Number ). However, the texts
of these labels are not formally related to any cells or System Parameter s. The
tool allows analysts to make special annotations to make these relationships
explicit. Figure 6 presents how a cell is annotated. For a System Parameter of a
cell, a name, symbol, unit, and description can be deﬁned. In the same window,
an analyst can deﬁne the conﬁdence of the Analysis Function as well. The Author
of these Knowledge Entities is automatically determined.
The window presented in ﬁgure 6 does not show all of the KE types covered
by the tool. A similar window exists for relating System parameter s to Scenarios. Another window allows diﬀerent Reviewer s to deﬁne the Review State
of a System Parameter and Analysis Function and give comments on them.
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Fig. 6. Knowledge Architect Excel Plugin annotating AK in Excel

Fig. 7. An excerpt of the system parameter dependency graph

Furthermore, since annotating cells one by one is time-consuming, a feature is
available to annotate whole tables of cells without much eﬀort.
To facilitate veriﬁcation, the tool oﬀers a visualization of the dependency
graph. An example of this graph is presented in ﬁgure 7. A node in the graph
represents a System Parameter or a Component , i.e. a set of System Parameter s.
An arrow between two nodes indicates that the Analysis Function(s) of the
System Parameter (s) of one node uses the System Parameter s in its calculations,
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thereby creating a dependency between the System Parameter s. The name of a
node comes either from a user annotation or a default cell name. The bottom
part of the ﬁgure visualizes the details of a selected node.
There is a correspondence between the nodes in the dependency graph and
the cells of the Excel worksheets. Making a selection of cells in a worksheet, also
selects the related nodes in the dependency graph and vice versa. An analyst
can use this selection mechanism to easily create new Component s. The color of
a node in ﬁgure 7 indicate the Component a System Parameter belongs to. A
user can expand or collapse nodes, thereby providing a way to view either more
abstract System Parameter s or more detailed ones. Orthogonal to this, is the
ability to ﬁlter System Parameter s based on the Scenarios they are involved in.

5
5.1

Experiment: Sharing a SKA Cost Model
Introduction

In this section we present an experiment to ﬁnd out to what extent the Knowledge Architect Excel plug-in helps in sharing AK for veriﬁcation purposes.
Especially, we want to know whether an analyst understands someone else’s
analysis model better and more quickly when aided by the tool. Furthermore,
we want to know the reasons for any diﬀerences found.
The experiment takes place in the context of sharing a cost model of the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) [12]. SKA is a world wide international scientiﬁc
instrument, which is still in its design phase and will consist of a radio signal
collectable area of one square kilometre. In cooperation with the Jodrell Bank
Centre for Astrophysics in Manchester, UK, Astron has devised a cost model for
SKA in Excel. The cost model is rather complex and consists of over 1500 diﬀerent System Parameter s spread over 12 diﬀerent Excel worksheets. The various
designs evaluated have costs in the order of billions (109 ) of dollars.
In this experiment, ﬁve Astron analysts were the subjects among which this
cost model was shared for veriﬁcation. First, the analysts were given a training to
familiarize themselves with the tool. After this they were given tasks in the form
of time-boxed questions, one set to be completed with and one to be completed
without the tool. Besides timing the participants, we observed and debriefed the
analysts to gather additional qualitative data. The questions used are representative of questions analysts may ask during the veriﬁcation of analysis models.
The questions are divided into the following three classes that denote activities
done during veriﬁcation: (1) Sensitivity analysis. This type of task requires
an analyst to investigate the dependencies among System parameter s to verify
their correct interaction. (2) Consistency analysis. This type of task requires
an analyst to verify whether the same kind of Analysis Functions are used for
similar System Parameter s for diﬀerent Scenarios. (3) Defect analysis. This
type of task requires an analyst to spot errors in the Analysis Functions, their
relationships and the assumed System Parameter s for a Scenario.
In the remainder of this section, we present the lessons learned based on our
qualitative results. For more information about the experiment, we refer to [9].
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Lessons Learned

The experiment conﬁrmed that verifying complex analysis models in detail is not
an easy task. The analysts mentioned having diﬃculties with understanding the
used terminology inside the cost model. Although the tool did help the subjects
to understand the concepts used, it failed to overcome diﬀerences in terminology
used for the names and descriptions of the System Parameter s. Integrating of
analysis models, as described in section 3.4, might help in addressing this issue.
Since such an integration creates a deeper understanding among the analysts of
the diﬀerences in terminology they use within their models.
The navigation capabilities of the dependency graph were found useful to ﬁnd
relevant parts of the analysis model. However, for understanding the analysis
itself, the vast multitude of arrows and nodes in the graph was too confusing.
Surprisingly enough, this did not matter to the co-author of the cost model; he
could directly spot some defects simply by looking at the dependency graph. This
indicates that he has some tacit knowledge for ﬁltering out irrelevant information
so that he was able to use the tool to quickly get new insights into his own work.
It appeared that the cost model heavily relied on tables. For two-dimensional
data, tables in a spreadsheet are a pretty good representation, but for more
complex relations between system parameters the tool had a clear edge over
plain Excel. It made non-trivial relationships explicit, clearly visible and thus
easier to inspect for the subjects than in a spreadsheet.
Overall, it appears that the tool has potential to give extra insight into analysis
models, but in its current form fails to deliver in all cases. The domain speciﬁc
naming and description of the System Parameter s is one cause for this. Another
cause is that the system parameter graph is too complex, i.e. it fails to reduce
the complexity of the analysis model. Improvements in the visualization and the
way non-relevant information is ﬁltered out should help with addressing this
issue. On a positive side, the tool did help analysts quickly locate relevant parts
during veriﬁcation and authors of a domain model with locating defects and
inconsistencies.

6

Related Work

For software architecture evaluation, two types of approaches can be discerned
[13]: scenario-based [14], and quantitative model based methods. In scenariobased methods (e.g. ATAM [15], ALMA [16], SALUTA[17], PASA [18] (performance), scenarios are used to deﬁne use-cases of the typical and expected future
uses of the system. Based on these scenarios one or more architectural designs
are evaluated for the qualities of interest. ATAM [15] is a framework method that
incorporates the results of other scenario based evaluation methods and focusses
on making tradeoﬀs between diﬀerent qualities. From a knowledge perspective,
this is the decision part of the domain model.
ALMA [16] provides an analysis method for modiﬁability, likewise SALUTA
[17] does this for usability. PASA [18] combines a scenario-based approach with a
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quantitative model for performance. PASA requires quantitative goals, performs
the analysis quantitatively where possible, and includes a cost-beneﬁt analysis
as one of its steps.
A general approach to quantitative architectural analysis for multiple quality
attributes is proposed by Bachmann et al. in the form of so-called reasoning
frameworks [19]. A reasoning framework is a quantitative analysis model with
respect to a certain quality attribute. It proposes architectural tactics to improve
the architecture with respect to this quality attribute. In essence, a reasoning
framework is a quantitative analysis model. Hence, our domain model should
describe the AK concepts used in them.
Massive [8,20] is an analytic Layered Queueing Network method aimed at the
design of large and complex embedded systems, which focusses on quantitative
cost and performance analysis. The approach emphasizes reuse of components
and the topology of the system being designed. Our domain model abstracts some
of the core concepts of this approach and presents a more precise identiﬁcation
of the concepts involved.
Compared to other AK meta-models and tools, e.g. the Core model [2], AREL
[21], Pakme [22], ADDSS[23], the domain model has an extensive description of
quantitative AK. The other meta-models exclusively focus on qualitative rationale with no to little attention on how this rationale relates to quantitative AK.
Farenhorst et al. [24] identify diﬃculties that arise when sharing AK, as well
as prerequisites for sharing to be successful. They deﬁne incentives for people
needed to be willing to share AK, as well as the lesson that striving for completeness is infeasible. However, they do not deﬁne the actual knowledge to be
shared, as is done in our domain model.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper identiﬁed three diﬀerent needs (i.e. integration, veriﬁcation, and validation) for sharing the AK of quantitative analysis. For each need, the presented
domain model describes the concepts and relationships of the relevant AK. Based
on this domain model, a tool was created to facilitate AK sharing for veriﬁcation.
In an experiment, this tool and the domain model were tested.
Based on the lessons learned in this experiment, we can conclude that there is a
close relationship between the knowledge needed for veriﬁcation and integration.
Although the domain model provides a common language for the concepts, it
does not provide a common language for the instances. They are still domain
speciﬁc, thus synchronization at this level is still needed for both integration
and veriﬁcation. To what extent this is also the case for validation is an open
question for future work.
Another open question has to do with the perceived complexity of an analysis
model. An interesting starting point for this is an observation made during the
experiment. The co-author of the analysis model used was capable of dealing with
this complexity, whereas others were not. The question is which tacit knowledge
was involved in this.
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How well the presented domain model is generally applicable is an open question as well. For this, we plan to investigate how concepts found in another
organization map to ones in the presented domain model. This will provide us
with insight into the extent to which the domain model is generally applicable.
In future work, we plan to improve our tool based on the outcomes of these
questions. In addition, we plan to create tools, as part of the Knowledge Architect
platform, for sharing AK for validation and integration purposes.
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